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electrical safety in rental properties
Protecting your investment and your tenants
Last week I watched a webinar produced by
the Electrial Safety Office (ESO) for property owners and agents regarding electrical
safety in rental properties.
The webinar explained how property owners
are responsible for ensuring the electrical
system meets strict safety standards.
The ESO explained that seemingly innocuous signs such as small ‘shocks’ when lights
are switched on or a ‘tingling’ feeling from
touching water running from a tap, should
be regarded as signs of electrical faults that
must be attended to as a matter of urgency.
We heard terrible stories of how tenants
have been electrocuted by performing simple household tasks due to faulty or illegal
electrical equipment at the property such as
safety switches not being installed correctly.
For these reasons, the ESO sets out strict
guidelines for safety, and both property owners as well as agents face severe penalties for
not adhering to these guidelines.
In fact, placing a tenant at risk of injury from
electrical faults can cost the owner up to
$300,000 in fines or five years’ imprisonment. Agencies are also liable for hefty fines.
Note that these penalties will apply even if
nothing happens to the tenant - they merely
have to be put at risk.

Make sure all electrical
appliances you purchase for tenants’ use
bear the ESO Regulatory
Compliance Mark.

Our owner clients are all aware that the safety
of our tenants is top priority when it comes
to maintaining our properties. Not only does
this meet our Duty of Care to tenants, it also
protects our clients by reducing liability risk
and of course protects their investment.
This is why we have set up strict procedures
on how to deal with repairs. And with no room
for error when it comes to electrical issues, we
regard these as emergencies to be acted upon
as soon as we become aware of them.
We will of course advise the owner after we
send out the contractor, but we do not wait for
approval as even one hour’s delay could cost
the owner dearly - and worse, could cost a life.
You can watch the webinar via the link:
https://www.worksafe.qld.gov.au/electricalsafety/electrical-safety-in-rental-properties-webinar
The lasting message from the ESO is sobering
and prophetic:

‘Electricity is a silent killer and rarely gives a second chance.’
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august LEASING REPORT
This month, the REIQ released their latest market vacancy report,
showing consistently low vacancy rates across all areas except the
inner city which continues to be affected by the Covid-19 job crisis.
Our applications team has felt the full force of the tight market, with
the number of applications received in August surpassing 1000 despite a relatively low number of properties on our rental list.
This reveals the current market of high demand and low supply
which is not good news for tenants, but favourable for property
owners.

vacancy rate: 		
northside - 0.41%		
			southside - 0.31%

total office - 0.38%
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What is Vacancy Rate and how is it calculated?
Most people know that a low vacancy rate is good for property
owners, and many agencies use this number as a Key Performance
Indicator - the lower the number, the better their processes.
But how is Vacancy Rate calculated??
The Vacancy Rate of an agency is their total number of vacant properties expressed as a percentage of the total number of properties
under management.

SO... if you know how many properties an agency manages, you can easily calculate their vacancy rate by
looking online and counting how many on their rental list are actually vacant, or ‘available now’.

“ARE YOU UP TO DATE???”
Remember that your ONLINE OWNER PORTAL gives you up-to-date information
on your property including maintenance, inspections, and financial details.
If you have not yet registered, send an email to admin@solutionsproperty.com.au
and we will re-send your invitation.

